Visiting The Berenstain Bears: Down a Sunny Dirt Road Exhibit

I am going to visit The Berenstain Bears: Down a Sunny Dirt Road exhibit at The Strong museum.

Things will be different from my last visit. This is to keep me and my adult healthy. Museum hosts will be wearing blue shirts and masks. The museum may smell different than I remember. I will smell the cleaning supplies that the workers are using to clean the museum. I might see workers cleaning while I am visiting the museum. I can help, too, by cleaning my hands and not touching my face.

On my way to the exhibit, I will take a walk through an atrium with a large glass window, on my way to the exhibit. Outside the Berenstain Bears exhibit there are statues of the Berenstain Bears. I can give have my picture taken with them. I can also stop and read a Berenstain Bear book or have my adult read aloud to me.
Inside the exhibit, I will see a quilt shop, woodworking workshop, restaurant, and barn. At the quilt shop, I can design my own quilt pattern on a light table. I can look at quilts hanging inside the shop.

At the Bear Family Restaurant, I can be a cook and serve pretend food to my adult sitting at the counter. I can climb the stairs into the clubhouse and look out into the exhibit. When I am done, I can ride down the slide or walk down the stairs.

I will stay inside *The Berenstain Bears: Down a Sunny Dirt Road* exhibit with my adult until we are ready to leave together. I will enjoy my visit to the museum.

My adult can learn all about changes at the museum at museumofplay.org so we can learn more together.